
ECON 302: Intermediate Macroeconomic Theory Fall 2014

Discussion Section 1

QUESTION 1 (Real vs. Nominal GDP)

Consider an economy with two goods, iPhone 6 and Spotted Cow. Using 2013 as base

year, fill out the following table.

2013 2014

Prices Quantities Prices Quantities

iPhone 5s $600 10 $400 12

SpottedCow $1 1000 $2 1200

Nominal market values

iPhone 5s $6,000 $4,800

Spotted Cow $1,000 $2,400

Nominal GDP $7,000 $7,200

2013-14 average price

iPhone 5s $500 $500

Spotted Cow $1.5 $1.5

Market values at 2013-14 average prices

iPhone 5s $5,000 $6,000

Spotted Cow $1,500 $1,800

Total $6,500 $7,800

Ratio to 2013 value 1 1.2

Chained real GDP $7,000 7,000*1.2=$8,400

Implicit GDP deflator 1 1.166

Why we care about real GDP? - Because it measures the growth of the economy without

the effect of prices

What are the differences between a price index and the GDP deflator? - a price index

holds a basket of goods fixed, while the GDP deflator considers the actual goods purchased

in the economy, for example.

Why a price index overestimates inflation? - When prices increases, people substitute

expensive goods for cheaper ones, by fixing the basket of goods constant you overestimate

how much the increase in prices is really paid by families.

QUESTION 2 (Optimal Consumption-Labor choice)

Consider a Robinson Crusoe simple economy without storage technology. The pro-

duction function has only labor (l) as input, y = f(l) = l1/2. The utility function from

consuming c and working l is u(c, l) = log(c)− l. Robinson maximizes his utility subject

to his production technology.

(a) What is the marginal product of labor? - f ′(l) = 1
2
√
l

(b) What is the equation of an indifference curve with utility ū? - c(l) = eū+l
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(c) For a fixed level of labor, does a higher indifference curve has a higner slope? - yes,

c′(l) = eū+l so ∂c′(l)
∂ū

= eū+l > 0

(d) Graphically show the optimal consumption-labor choice.

(Labor in the x-axis, and consumption and production in the y-axis)

(e) Find the optimal consumption-labor choice analytically.

max
c,l
{log(c)− l} ⇒ max

l

{
log(
√
l)− l

}
s.t. c = y = f(l) = l

1
2

FOC (
1√
l

)
1

2
√
l
− 1 = 0

l∗ = 1/2, c∗ = 1/
√

2

(f) What is the marginal rate of substitution between consumption and labor?

c′(l∗) = eū
∗+l∗ = elog(c∗) = c∗ = 1/

√
2

(g) Show that in the optimal the indifference curve and the production function are

tangent. f ′(l∗) = 1/(2
√
l∗) = 1/(2

√
1/2) = 1/

√
2

QUESTION 3 (Substitution and Wealth Effect - Additional problem in

assignment 1)

Assume a production function is y = A
√
l + B. What are the effects on household’s

work effort,l, output, y, and consumption, c, from:

(a) An increase in the coefficient B - A positive wealth effect which makes l ↘, y ↗
and c↗.

(b) An increase in the coefficient A - Positive wealth and substitution effects, the wealth

effect will have the same effect as before, but the substitution effect alone makes

l ↗, y ↗ and c ↗. if The substitution effect dominates wealth effect (as we will

assume throughout the course): l↗, y ↗ and c↗
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QUESTION 4 (Productivity - 2.11 in Barro 1997)

A popular measure of productivity is the ratio of output to employment; that is y/l

in the model. Consider the usual concave production function that takes the form of

y = Alα, 0 < α < 1. On a graph of production function, one can graphically find the

productivity at l̄ from the slope of the line drawn from the origin and intersects the

production function at l̄.

(a) Argue graphically that the productivity, y/l, always exceeds the marginal product

of labor, MPL.

(Labor in the x-axis, and consumption and production in the y-axis)

Note that for any level of labor, the slope of the purple line is always smaller than

the slope of the black line.

(b) Consider a technological change that shifts the production function upward propor-

tionately at all levels of l (that is, an increase in A). What happens to choices of

work effort, l, and output, y? What happens to productivity, y/l? (Empirically,

long-run economic development is associated with a sustained rise in output per

worker-hour.)

As in the previous exercise, an upward proportianal shift of the production function

will cause wealth effect (WE) and substitution effect (SE), both positive. As long

as the later is greater than the former, we should have l ↗, y ↗ and c ↗. Note

that both effects increase y, while WE decreases l, therefore, we should expect that

the output per worker-hour will rise, y/l↗.

(c) Assume now that people shift their tastes and become more willing to work ceteris

paribus. That is, at the initial levels of work and consumption, each person requires

a smaller addition in consumption to give up a unit of leisure. What happens to

the choices of work effort, l, and output, y? What happens to productivity, y/l?

This will cause indifference curves (graphed as usual) to become flatter. Therefore,

we should expect l ↗, y ↗ and c ↗. However, since the prodcution function was

not affected, y/l↘, necesarily.
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